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Abstract 
This dissertation was written as a part of the MSc in ICT Systems at the International 
Hellenic University and its objective is the development and the technical implementa-
tion of a peer-to-peer car-sharing business, named ridemyride.  
The thesis is conceptually divided in three parts. The first one constitutes the business 
plan of the endeavor where we set the business goals, the reasons we believe they are 
attainable, and the plan for reaching them. It also contains background information 
about the team that attempts to reach those goals. The second part is dedicated to the 
design of ridemyride’s web presence. In this part we established what we were trying to 
achieve and how to achieve it while it became a record of all the decisions that were 
made through to the completion of the design. Finally the third part presents the imple-
mented results and the functionality of the completed ridemyride platform. 
This thesis is the result of contributions, guidance and feedback from Assistant Profes-
sor Katerina Pramatari, who I would like to sincerely thank for her time and support. 
 
 
Konstantinos Galoussis 
24 September 2012 
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1 Introduction 
The establishment of ridemyride pursues the vision of designing the individual transpor-
tation in a completely new way. There are around 6 million privately owned cars in 
Greece that constitute a partially utilized resource. Research shows that each of these 
cars is used on average just one hour per day. The opportunity of occupying these cars 
in a more efficient and environmental friendly way, by also giving to the owner an addi-
tional financial benefit, is the ambition of the concept of ridemyride. To achieve this, 
ridemyride will operate as an internet-based peer-to-peer car-sharing platform where 
owners of cars will be able to lease their cars to other people. The business planning of 
this effort is described in chapter 2.  
The target market of this endeavor is split in two pieces. First are the car owners that 
will be given the opportunity to hire their cars due to financial or environmental rea-
sons. Secondly there are the drivers that want to use a vehicle for a fixed amount of time 
but there is no car rental service in their area or they find the current market prices in-
hibiting. 
Ridemyride will be providing the marketplace for reliable owners and safe drivers and 
will also supply a tailored insurance coverage for the rental period. Practical application 
of related models in the rest of the world, show that cars can be hired cheaper than 
through the traditional car rental companies. Therefore this novel concept provides a 
financially advantageous solution for both parties involved with the additional benefit of 
being an environmentally prudent solution.  
In eight years ridemyride wants to reach 75,000 registered cars on ridemyride. This rep-
resents 0,5% of the first cars and 4,5% of the second cars, in all households in Greece, 
for the year 2009. If these cars are rented just seven times per year in average, a turno-
ver of 5 million euros is generated by seven employees.  
Chapter 3 contains  the work performed in the design phase of the car-sharing platform. 
Ridemyride recognizes its website as the corner stone of its operations, that will facili-
tate sales, boost customer loyalty and give information to people who may not other-
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wise use the telephone to ask for more information. The fully integrated platform, along 
with providing clear explanation of the service offered, will centralize the management 
of the reservations, user services and financial systems to optimize member experience, 
minimize costs and leverage efficiencies. 
Ridemyride has selected to develop its web presence in-house by utilizing the core 
competencies of its founding members. To safeguard the requirements of the website, 
we generated a comprehensive Design Document that registered all development phases 
and became a tracker of all steps made during the project. 
In chapter 4 we present the implementation outcome of the ridemyride website design 
described in detail in the previous chapter. The ridemyride project was implemented 
with PHP, MySQL and standard HTML. The website will be capable of running on 
standard internet web browsers, and was thoroughly tested in Chrome, Firefox and 
Safari. Tests haven’t been conducted for the earlier versions of MS Internet Explorer.  
The interface for the project will provide information to the general public about the 
ridemyride service and the way it works. Through the website the customers will have 
full access to the catalog of the ridemyride fleet of vehicles and will be given the ability 
to list their own car for hire. Finally a point of sale for the customer will conclude the 
process of  renting or renting out a vehicle through the ridemyride platform. 
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2 Business planning  
The intention of ridemyride is to establish the peer-to-peer car-sharing concept in the 
Balkans. With that in mind ridemyride starts on the Greek market with an internet-based 
platform. For the future, further expansion to neighboring countries is planned and also 
smartphone applications and key-less car entry technologies are being considered for 
increasing the coverage and quality of the service.  
Furthermore the concept is to be expanded to the commercial sector. Car rental compa-
nies, car dealerships and every commercial company in general would have the chance 
to hire their fleet and will be able to significantly reduce fleet costs.  
The expansion to the Balkan market will be realized by utilizing a franchise model. All 
documents and components that will be developed by ridemyride (record of delivery, 
website, smartphone applications and/or legal advices) will be provided to the franchise 
partner. The country specific documents and the insurance model will be developed in 
cooperation with the franchise partner.  
In total there will be seven fulltime employees for Greece and in the long run ride-
myride aims to be the market leader in the Balkan market. 
2.1 The company 
2.1.1 Organization 
The ridemyride organizational model will consists of: 
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Figure 1 - ridemyride's organizational structure 
Project Leader  
The project leader is the one responsible for leading and coordinating the team. His role 
is to safeguard that the sub-teams follow the given directions and keep timings to meet 
the required deadlines.  Communication, organization, leadership, and commitment are 
the indispensable characteristics of the project leader. Furthermore, the project leader is 
the chief of the business sub-team and deals with the numerous tasks related with the 
sub-teams. 
Sub-Team Leaders  
The role of the sub-team leaders for the three different sub-teams (technical, insurance 
and business) is to ensure the progress of each team’s tasks, while managing the sub-
team members, and cooperating on the respective tasks along with the rest of the team. 
In addition, another important role that the sub-teal leaders have is to safeguard that 
there are available resources for their sub-team members to use, in order to succeed on 
their project. . Sub-team leaders are accountable to the project leader, notifying him of 
their progress, issues and problems confronted.  
Team Members 
Team members are required to finish their chores, following the sub-team leaders’ dead-
lines. Yet, new team members also are required to update the ridemyride business plan 
together with the rest of their responsibilities. The regular updating of the business plan 
every three months makes sure that the plan represents the actual objectives and strate-
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gies of the team. Besides this, it can facilitate the familiarization of the new members 
with the history and philosophy of the ridemyride team, as well as contribute in becom-
ing familiar with the various facets of team management and operation by communi-
cating with team leaders and project leader to present the objectives and strategies to be 
implemented in the following semester. The indirect objective of this process is that 
new members will feel part of the success or failure of the project, hence providing 
them with the necessary motivational force to work and collaborate as a team. 
2.1.2 Management Profiles 
Even though the ridemyride is a new project, the management team is especially moti-
vated to make it a successful and innovative venture in the future. Their academic status 
furnishes them with the knowledge and skills to drive the project towards success. 
Moreover, management is permeated by the necessary interpersonal skills to help new 
team members adapt to the project requirements, timings, deadlines and speed, as well 
as share their knowledge and skills with other team members. 
Konstantinos Galoussis - Project Leader  
Bsc in Computer Science/BA in Business Administration/Msc in ICT  
Konstantinos is starting the ridemyride concept with a strong desire to have a creative 
impact on the modern way of living. His personal interest in ecology and the new tech-
nologies has made him entirely dedicated to the ridemyride project. His past experience 
with technical teams has provided him with the required skills to lead and drive the 
team towards success. 
Nikolaos Sarris – Technical Sub-Team Leader  
Bsc Electrical Engineering/Msc in ICT  
Nikos joined the ridemyride team driven by his passion for information systems and his 
will to apply such knowledge to real – world implementation. He believes in hard work 
and will make anything possible to deliver the project in high quality standards. 
Thomas Epitropou – Insurance Sub-Team Leader 
TEI Thessaloniki’s - Auto Vehicle Department/BA Business Administration 
Thomas joined the ridemyride team having a strong background in the automobile mar-
ket. He is the owner of a car dealership and a car insurance broker in the same time. Be-
ing restless by nature, hard working and extremely passionate with anything that runs 
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on wheels, he is an invaluable member of our project. His long experience in the busi-
ness industry brings a distinct, yet salient skill on the team. 
Myrto Antoniadi – Team Member 
BA in Management 
Myrto joined the team as a freshman, being enthused and highly willing to contribute to 
the project’s success. Her enthusiasm and will to help in all stages of the project is a 
significant benefit in the team, since it only has a limited number of members. As Myrto 
delves deep into the workings of the project and acquires all-the-more experience, she 
will progressively play a vital role in the project implementation. 
2.2 Supply of service  
2.2.1  The problem  
 Mobility and flexibility are dominating the lives of human beings like never before. 
Apart from the fact that the significance of individual transportation is rising, an in-
creasing number of people want to live in a more ecologically compatible way. In con-
trast to that, people are confronted with a constant rise in transportation costs. It is a fact 
that the cost of public transportation (bus, trains etc.) has risen significantly the past 
decade, but what is often overlooked is the actual cost of car ownership and a simple 
calculation reveals the magnitude of the problem. These costs are shown in table 1.  
Table 1 -  Calculation example: fixed costs of car ownership 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As you can see, a normal car costs around 220 € per month just for being present due to 
the large fixed costs associated with it.  
  Model: VW Golf V 2.0TDI, 2005, 3 doors 
Loss in value by year €1200  
Insurance per year €1200 
Service per year €240  
Fixed costs per year €2640 
Fixed costs per month €220 
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Subsequently, since cars stand for 23 hours per day, a high amount of opportunity costs 
is paid. The abdication of the car brings cost savings, but lowers the flexibility in mobil-
ity. The only available option given to people in the Greek (and Balkan) market nowa-
days for using a car and not having to carry the burden of its costs is the services pro-
vided by classic car rental companies. 
But, do these companies offer a service meeting the demands of a modern client? Nor-
mal car rentals are offering brand new cars in perfect state. But the client has to pay for 
this five star proposal. These companies are focused on urban regions and provide few 
options to the client.  
The people behind ridemyride have recognized a huge potential in utilizing the privately 
owned cars of the public in an efficient way in order to offer a modern, flexible, ecolog-
ical and well-priced mobility service to the public. 
2.2.2 The solution 
The alternative we offer is a peer-to-peer car rental concept, a car hiring between private 
people. The peer-to-peer concept offers many more advantages in comparison to the 
classic mobility concepts. It succeeds in connecting car owners, who do not use their car 
that often, with people who do not own a car, but would like to use one. Both sides prof-
it, the renters of the car in one hand are at all times flexible and the owners on the other 
hand contribute to a sustainable and eco-friendly way of living while also saving on 
their car’s fixed costs. The website www.ridemyride will connect these two groups and 
will create an additional value for each of the parties involved.  
Car owners can use the unused potential of their vehicle by providing it on the ride-
myride-platform.  Based on this offer, all users can rent this car cost-effectively, com-
fortably and concerted to their needs. During renting, the owner and the renter will be 
protected by a carefree insurance package.  
Individuality, flexibility and safety to a fair and convenient price will be the goal of the 
person-to-person ridemyride rental. Beside the offer of a convenient alternative to the 
established car rental reality, ridemyride inaugurates a new way of using the present 
mobility resources.  
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2.2.3 Advantages for customers  
The advantages and benefits for the customers of ridemyride vary. The client base can 
be split up into car owner and renter.  
Car Owner  
Ridemyride offers the possibility to the car owner to compensate the enormous fixed 
costs caused by his vehicle. The website easily arranges the rental, while the owner gets 
the fee he asks for. The total fee pricing should be pointed out here. The owner defines 
the price, which accommodates any additional benefits (e.g. bicycle rack).  
Through the unique insurance concept the insurance coverage will cover the whole 
rental period. This way the owner’s own car insurance will not be affected and he will 
not need to change it just because he will offer his vehicle on ridemyride.  
If somebody cannot afford his own car, but is dependent on it, ridemyride is offering the 
possibility to finance a car by renting it to his neighbors. Even if the car is not needed 
during a trip, it can still earn some money. The owner saves high parking costs on an 
airport or train station and at the same time manages to polish his travelling wallet.  
Renting a car at ridemyride will give the opportunity to the owner to do much more than 
simply compensate for the fixed costs. Market studies suggest vehicles lose in im-
portance as status symbols, while others such as mobile phones (as the iPhone) gain in 
status characteristics. Therefore a car in ridemyride can also help to finance other status 
symbols.  
For the ecologically minded car owner, the ecological component plays an important 
role in favor of car sharing. By sharing a vehicle, the not-very-environmental-friendly 
acquisition of new cars can be avoided.  
 Renter  
The advantages of the renting user on ridemyride platform are even higher. The high 
fixed costs of owning a car can be saved. There are no engagements to insurances, taxes 
and all other related costs and hassle that accompany the possession of an asset, as is a 
car.  
Flexibility is not only limited to choosing the moment and renting duration; one can al-
so choose between different cars for his own/different needs. A van for a removal, a sta-
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tion wagon for an excursion to the beach or an exclusive cabriolet to impress an ac-
quaintance.  
The common advantage for both parties is the insurance concept of ridemyride. During 
the rental, the car owner and the renter will have a full insurance coverage. The owner 
can provide his car to anybody and the renting user will be also fully protected, in case 
of an unpredicted incident. 
Finally, along with the owner and renter, the local society benefits as well, through the 
environmental benefits of the service. It has been proven by many studies that every 
single car that is shared, results in many personally owned vehicles off the road. This 
means that environmental resources can be preserved simply because there less is de-
mand for manufacturing new cars.  
2.2.4 Supply of services  
The business model of ridemyride is based on commission and the provision of an ad-
vertising platform. The registration is for all users free. The contribution margin of 
ridemyride is shown in the following figure.  
 
Figure 2 - Fees and turnover 
It is clarified that the driving user will be paying two types of renting fees. One is varia-
ble for the car, which is set by the owner, and the second is the fixed ridemyride com-
mission. The set renting price will be directly sent up to the car owner while the ride-
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myride commission will be kept. Additional turnovers will be made by providing adver-
tising on the website.  
 
The chain and connection of the business processes is shown in the next figure.  
 
Figure 3 - Business Relations 
Ridemyride will be supplying the users of the website with information of the insur-
ance, but is not going to be part of the rental contract. The key service, besides the facil-
itation of the transaction, will be the coverage of the insurance by ridemyride. Therefore 
we can see a cash flow between ridemyride and the Insurance. 
The rental process will be easy, flexible and safe for users. The owner will be able to 
offer his car on the website within three minutes. Subsequently any user in the neigh-
borhood will be able to find the car, check the fees and conditions and send a request for 
the car.  
When the renter finishes the process, ridemyride will direct the request by mail or text 
message to the owner, who will decide whether the renter profile is compatible to his 
standards, and thereby whether he wishes to complete the deal. To improve the chance 
of a rental, the renter will be able to send several applications to different owners. If the 
owner accepts the rental, the confirmation is transmitted to the renter. As soon as the 
renter pays the ridemyride fee, the transaction will be processed. The pending requests 
will be cancelled automatically and the other owners will be notified. The whole renting 
protocol of ridemyride will be fulfilled on the handover place, which will be negotiated 
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beforehand by both parties. The cost for fuel and other operating costs will be covered 
by the renter during the rental time.  
After the rental, the renter will bring back the car to the owner and will fill out the 
handover protocol developed by ridemyride. Finally, the users will rate their experience 
with the other user on the platform. This assessment model informs the ridemyride 
community of users on who does not stand to the rules.  
Payments 
The payment of the renter must be made before the rental. The ridemyride fee has to be 
paid online. The rental fee can be paid online, via bank transfer, through ridemyride or 
directly to the renter by cash during the handover as shown in the table below. 
Table 2: Accepted payment methods. 
Ridemyride  fee  from  renter Charge  for  car  owner 
Credit card bank transfer through ridemyride 
PayPal      cash from the renter 
 
By paying the ridemyride fee, insurance protection is ensured for the duration of the 
rental. Independently of the existing insurance of the car owner, our insurance partner 
will guarantee an additional insurance.  
The product will be further developed with Smartphone applications, QR Code technol-
ogy, GPS Technology and a Key-Less car entry system. The Smartphone applications 
will increase the flexibility of the users. With the QR Code technology car owners could 
put an ridemyride code on their vehicle and the renter will be able to send a request or 
even directly book the car by using the QR Code. Key-Less car entry systems and GPS 
systems need a technical modification of the car. Some kind of an On-Board-Unit will 
be installed that will further enhance the safety and flexibility of the service. With an 
RFID-card key-less handovers will be possible. The renter will be able to open the car 
(after the booking and payment) with his RFID- card and start the engine after taking 
out the car keys from the glove box.  
Another business model to be pursued in the future, is the provision of advertising space 
on the website of ridemyride. A special target group can be reached in this community. 
The common users of such a service are characterized by flexible, dynamic, modern and 
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cost-conscious way of living. Great candidates for advertisement could be different sec-
tors and scopes from local supply of services over to renewable energy, bio products 
and automotive industries.  
2.2.5 Our technology 
We design and build our technology specifically for car sharing with a focus on simplic-
ity and superior user experience. Special care was taken to create a website inviting and 
appealing to the younger age groups. 
The figure below is a screenshot of the ridemyride website. 
 
Figure 4 - ridemyride's website layout 
Integrated Technology Platform 
Our fully integrated platform will centralize the management of our reservations, user 
services and financial systems to optimize member experience, minimize costs and lev-
erage efficiencies. Through this platform, we will: 
• Process new member applications; 
• Manage reservations;  
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• Manage and monitor member interactions;  
• Manage billing and payment processing;  
The interaction between members will be captured in our system, providing us with 
knowledge we will use to improve the experience of our ridemyride users and better op-
timize our business processes. We have built and continue to innovate our technology 
platform in order to support growth and scalability. 
Reservation System Software   
Our reservation system will process membership applications and enable existing mem-
bers to reserve ridemyride cars at present through our website and in the near future us-
ing mobile applications on the iPhone or Android platforms, or through a Facebook ap-
plication. Through our reservation system, members will have around-the-clock access 
to the complete, real-time inventory of ridemyride cars and will be able to manage all 
necessary transactions online.  
Data Centers, Network Access and Security 
The main data center will be located in Athens with a supplementary data center located 
in Thessaloniki that will be brought online in case of problems faced by the main data 
center. Our data centers will store the information contained in our centralized database 
and host the ridemyride website and web-based applications, which are still under de-
velopment to handle our integrated technology platform. Our data centers and reserva-
tion system software uphold concurrent communication with encrypted message proto-
cols and credit card data. We use conventional commercial antivirus, firewall and patch-
management technology to protect the systems of our data centers. Our fault-tolerant 
website design, with a set of matching web servers, provides us with the flexibility to 
scale our operations in the future.  
Commitment to Technology Development  
We design and built our technology with the goal of providing the most convenient, ef-
ficient and reliable car sharing service possible. We aim our Android, iPhone and Face-
book applications to be examples of how we continue to seek ways to improve and sim-
plify our members’ experience. We will continue to invest in improving our technology 
platform to meet the needs of our growing business. 
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2.2.6 User rating, social feedback 
Ridemyride is an application based on user-generated content, created to bring people in 
touch, often being complete strangers.  Therefore, it is crucial that the platform includes 
such elements as social feedback while providing the mechanism of protection in order 
to reinforce good user-behavior.  
Taking inspiration from current successful web applications, a user rating will be intro-
duced so that passengers, for instance, can give a rating of a driver’s vehicle, reliability, 
neatness and character, and vice-versa. This rating, following EBay rational, can con-
tribute in keeping high quality standards, since both the driver and passenger will be 
evaluated against it. 
Additionally, more credit will be given to users with regard to their activity in the plat-
form. The more a user writes reviews and offers rating the more credit will be allocated 
to him. This is a successful recipe found in Social News websites like Digg [Dig] or 
Reddit [Red] and has become the rule in social media. With the operation and incorpo-
ration of new dispersed services, these credits could serve the role of “virtual cash” and 
offer the user extra discount, thus enhancing drivers and passengers to keep the platform 
active. 
2.3 Industry and Market  
2.3.1 Industry Analysis  
Worldwide Market Trends and Future 
Market demand studies by Shaheen, S.A. & Elliot, Martin W. (2011) conducted in the 
United States and Europe have predicted that cost savings would reinforce 3% to 25% 
of the driving population to give up car ownership, or to substitute their privately owned 
cars, with car-sharing services. Other studies suggest that if an adequate number of easi-
ly situated vehicles were accessible, then 10% of the individuals over the age of 21 in 
urban areas around the world would take on car sharing. 
Today, despite the enormous potential for environmental benefits and despite consider-
able consumer demand, adoption rates for car sharing are currently 12 to 30 times lower 
than the numbers estimated in market research. Survey data collected by Shaheen, Co-
hen and Darius suggest that, based on conditions in 2004, car sharing could eventually 
serve up to 12.5% of the U.S. population over the age of 21 (Ibid).  
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Car sharing has ‘invaded’ approximately 600 cities around the world, in 18 nations and 
on 4 continents. The figure below shows the growing trend in a graphical way. 
 
Figure 5 - Car sharing growth worldwide 
A similar trend can be defined in the sector of ride sharing (or car pooling). In recent 
years, three new companies have emerged in the Greek market. Moreover according to 
the web presence of carpooling.gr, the amount of registered users grew between 2010 
and 2011 with a growth rate of about 400%. Drawing from these data, rental compa-
nies’ quite high prices, coupled with the total absence of conventional Car sharing com-
panies in the Greek market, reveal the potential of the ridemyride concept.  
In addition, the fixed costs of the car owner increase annually. Continuous tax increases, 
high insurances rates for financing a car or leasing conditions put pressure on car own-
ers. As an ridemyride user, this trend can be compensated because the car pays some of 
the fixed costs by “itself”. Beside the monthly payments, parking costs and the creeping 
loss of value cause additional costs. The increasing shortage of parking spots in inner-
city areas will also increase the costs for the owner. Ridemyride is an effective concept 
to decrease these costs.  
carsharing operations as new markets grow and mature, particularly
in Europe. Indeed, carsharing grew in Switzerland and Germany in
the 1990s through numerous new entrants, followed by a few promi-
nent mergers. To date, more limited mergers have occurred in Canada,
Japan, the United States, the Netherlands, and Sweden.
Although carsharing growth rates have varied across the world,
most of the expansion has occurred in Europe and North America.
According to study experts, shared-vehicle growth is increasing in
all nations except Austria.
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS: 
CARSHARING OPERATIONS
From May to July 2006, the authors collected survey data from 
33 international carsharing specialists from 21 countries. A total of
53 experts had been contacted, giving a response rate of 62.3%. One
other expert provided carsharing member and vehicle totals for Den-
mark. Twenty-eight experts, representing 15 of 18 active carsharing
countries (Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, France, Germany,
Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzer-
land, the United Kingdom, and the United States) completed the 
survey; Denmark, Finland, and Norway are not represented in this
analysis. Survey participants also included one expert (who also rep-
resented Singapore) from Malaysia, where carsharing is planned to
launch in 2007; four experts from nations where carsharing is being
explored (China, Israel, Portugal, and South Africa); and one from
Ireland, where carsharing previously operated. Entrepreneurs in three
nations that are investigating carsharing (Kenya, New Zealand, and
Zambia) did not contribute to the survey. The authors supplemented
survey data with a literature review.
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The views expressed in this section reflect the opinions of
national and regional experts and are intended to provide a global
overview. Most carsharing operators from Australia, Canada, Italy,
Spain, Switzerland, and the United States are represented. Regional
authorities estimate current member and vehicle totals for Asia and
Europe, where it is more challenging to collect precise numbers. The
authors collected North American (n = 28) and Australian (n = 3)
member and vehicle totals from all existing carshare operators in
those regions.
Experts from across the globe cite three common drivers of mem-
bership growth: cost savings to participants, convenience of locations
and use, and guaranteed parking (particularly where it is limited and
costly). Although these customer benefits collectively play a strong
role in worldwide growth, the operational approaches, market oppor-
tunities, and existing challenges vary. This section provides a trans-
national comparison of carsharing operations. Table 2 provides a
high-level summary by region. A more detailed analysis follows, orga-
nized by topic: member-to-vehicle ratios, market segments, vehicles
and fuels, parking, insurance, and technology.
Member-to-Vehicle Ratios
Although precise member-to-vehicle ratio data are not available for
carsharing organizations worldwide, average national ratios are
approximately 20:1 and are lower in new markets in which opera-
tors must first position their vehicles to gain membership. In con-
trast, the Swiss, U.S., and German markets are distinguished from
the rest of the world with higher member-to-vehicle ratios. Since
1997, when carsharing services became unified under one provider
(Mobility Carsharing Switzerland), Swiss ratios have steadily risen
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FIGURE 2 Growth of carsharing worldwide, 1988 to present.
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Market barriers and Opportunities 
A critical market barrier for the ridemyride concept is the belief that cars are the peo-
ple`s favorite toy and not many are willing to hand it over to somebody else by choice. 
But the ridemyride-team has recognized a counter-trend. Not only the facts from 
‘Worldwide Market Trends and Future’ clarify the increasing tendency of people to 
share their possessions with strangers but also research of Frontier Group (2012) 
showed that in recent years this embedded cultural perceptual value has started to 
change in industrialized countries. Young people are driving less and are idealizing the 
ownership of a personal car less. Same studies cite Apple's iPhone as the preeminent 
status symbol among younger people.  In survey research done in China, Shaheen et al. 
found that a similar cultural shift is taking place in China too. 
Anyhow the vehicle stays the favorite toy for some users, but this is where the ride-
myride concept takes effect. When the favorite toy can`t be financed any longer, the 
concept supports this group to cover the fixed expenses by renting to someone on the 
ridemyride platform.  
Another market barrier that can be identified has to do with the trust and the acceptance 
of the two user groups towards such a new concept of managing property and doing 
business. To overcome this we need a powerful and clear concept that moderates and 
communicates the security of the service to all parties involved.  This can be succeeded 
by a comprehensive all round package, that will offer a full insurance cover. We are 
currently into intensive discussions with insurance companies to formulate a tailored-
made product that will cover the needs of the users and will inculcate a sense of security 
on the service. Fundamental step towards this direction is also the rating system de-
signed in ridemyride that allows users to review and rate their experience with the other 
members and hence provide valuable information for the rest to use for future transac-
tions. 
A great opportunity for the concept, being a first-mover to the market, is to become a 
brand synonymous with car sharing and smart consumption. People will recognize that 
the ridemyride concept preserves not only their monetary resources but the environment 
too. As a leading smart lifestyle brand, ridemyride will be at the forefront of enabling 
people to fulfill their personal mobility needs in smart and efficient ways. 
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Total market-volume  
We will focus on the market for individual mobility in Greece. The total volume for this 
market amounts, according to the National Statistical Service of Greece, to about 6.2 
million on Greek streets. The average vehicle age is 10 years (2010 data).  
The focus of the concept is on the privately owned passenger cars, which their current 
market volume is quoted at 6 million in Greece (2010). The passenger cars are further-
more divided into main and secondary cars. The number of the first cars is about 4.9 
million and the secondary about 1.1 million cars as of 2010. 
But this doesn’t fully describe the accessible total market volume, since only the supply 
of cars to the ridemyride platform has been mentioned. 
Approximately 6 million Greek citizens are in the possession of a driver license 
(TISPOL, 2011) and hence possible users of the ridemyride services. Extending this 
concept to the Balkan area, considering the neighboring countries (Cyprus, Bulgaria, 
Turkey, Romania, Serbia, Croatia, Fyrom, Albania) with an overall population of nearly 
150 million and assuming a similar ratio of cars and driver licenses to residents, the po-
tential of the ridemyride concept becomes quite evident.  
Intended market share  
As a start, the ridemyride concept will concentrate on the area of the private vehicles 
and will seek a volume of 0.5 % of the main cars and 4,5 % of the secondary cars 
(75.000 registered vehicles) in Greece. The timeframe for this self-selected aim is eight 
years. Furthermore, it can be expected that the number of brokerages and rentals by the 
ridemyride platform will increase rapidly after the platform becomes publicly known 
and established.  
After a large portion of users has been convinced that the ridemyride concept is flexible, 
secure and above all favorable, the volume of transactions will develop in a similar 
manner like the registered vehicles with an average renting frequency of seven days per 
month per car. 
2.3.2 Competition analysis  
Ridemyride is the first-mover in the market of peer-to-peer car sharing and so there is 
no direct competition at the moment in Greece and in the Balkans in general. Most 
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companies worldwide were founded in 2010 so it’s fair to say that it’s a very new and 
promising business model.  
Traditional car sharing 
Traditional car sharing is seen worldwide as the main competitor of peer-to-peer car 
sharing model. Like the traditional car sharing, the ridemyride concept is also focusing 
on the individual mobility with a vehicle. The explicit difference of the ridemyride con-
cept, in contrast to the other car sharing concepts, is in the basic idea that many people 
don’t intend the elimination of private vehicles. For most, owning a car is simply neces-
sary because of several reasons like transportation, operating equipment or as a status 
symbol. 
Currently in Greece traditional car sharing is almost non-existent.  There is only a 
small-scale effort of the NTUA University that is aimed for the campuses’ students and 
is mainly of experimental nature. 
Car Rental  
Car Rental companies are viewed as our main competitor at present although the service 
offered by them is mostly complementary to the ridemyride concept. Typically they 
have central offices close to airports, transport centers and touristic destinations, while 
their charge is on a daily basis, and their main source of business is business travelers 
and families.  
The first differentiator from the services offered by the traditional car rental companies 
is the rental price. This of course depends also on the owner, since he is the one that ul-
timately sets the final price quote for his vehicle, but it’s been shown by similar en-
deavors in other countries that the peer-to-peer car-sharing model can easily provide its 
vehicles with a 15%-20% price reduction compared to the prices asked by the local car 
rental companies.  
Another significant advantage of our model towards competitors results from car rental 
companies’ geographical concentration. Nearly all car rentals are limited to metropoli-
tan and touristic areas because only there they find an adequately large client base. In 
contrast to this, the ridemyride concept works completely independent in every geo-
graphical area, urban center and isolated village. This geographic dispersion of the ser-
vice means that there are no minimum user quantity requirements. The only prerequisite 
is the owner and the renter to be in direct range.  
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Another differentiator is that in ridemyride vehicles can be rented both by an hourly 
charge and day-charge, while the car can be rented anytime, not being constrained of-
fice hours, which is the case with traditional car rentals. 
Taxis  
Taxis provide additional options for one-way trips, which is not offered by our concept. 
Taxis also serve those who are unable to drive, for example due to age, disability, lack 
of a valid license or temporary intoxication. However, ridemyride is cheaper and works 
better than taxis for most round trips. 
Against all competitors, one of the main strengths of ridemyride is the organizational 
ethos. Members like the idea of supporting a grassroots, community based organization 
that provides a practical solution to the problem of over-dependency on the private au-
tomobile. 
Transit, bicycles and Walking 
Transit, bicycles and Walking are not viewed as our competitors. In order to maximize 
environmental benefits, ridemyride will seek to promote these transportation options as 
the first choice for their customers, and encourage them to use car sharing for only those 
trips where these modes are not a realistic alternative.  
The figure below shows the positioning of the ridemyride concept against the competi-
tion. 
 
Figure 6 – ridemyride’s Market niche 
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2.3.3 Target groups  
The ridemyride concept is not only intended for the idealists, who are interested in an 
eco-friendly living. Car sharing is already established abroad as a reasonable economic 
and ecologic solution for individuals that are interested in renting a car. In addition to 
this ‘Renter’ target group, ridemyride introduces also the ‘Owner’ target group, which 
includes that portion of the public with car ownership that is willing to hire their car in 
our platform. These two target groups are discussed separately.  
Owner 
Three age groups are identified within the Owner sub-group. Firstly, the 18 to 30 year 
olds target group, which is well described in the aforementioned change in the way sta-
tus id is defined nowadays and their need for flexibility.  In this case, the motivational 
force for leasing their cars is the monetary profit.  
Secondly, owners in the age of 51 to 60 years olds, who are people interested in the 
ridemyride concept due to earnings decrease. Therefore these people see a chance in 
ridemyride to earn an additional income. 
Thirdly, the group of 31 to 50 year olds is a mixture of the needs and triggers of the two 
aforementioned groups. These people are driven by the need to finance their own cars, 
while some also see a chance to finance other status symbols through leasing their cars.  
Renter 
Following the same rationale, the renters are split accordingly.  
Firstly, there are the 18 to 30 year olds, who are interested in ridemyride because of the 
saving it offers them, as opposed to purchasing a car of their own or renting one from 
car rental companies.  
Secondly, there are the renters of 51 to 60 years old, who are driven by their desire for 
mobility, as well as the emotional benefit of ‘doing good’ and helping others through 
car sharing.  
Finally, the group of 31 to 50 year olds, following the same trend as the owners, is a 
mixture of the two aforementioned groups. Essentially, this is a sub-group of flexible 
people, who cannot afford their own car and its related expenses, while at the same time 
they wish to take advantage of the financial benefits offered by car sharing.  
These groups are depicted in the table that follows. 
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Table 3 – Ridemyride target groups 
 
 
People without earnings, form the core groups at the age between 18 and 30 (students, 
job applicants), and people that have no earnings at all or have an average earning, at 
the age between 31 and 50 years (job applicants, low-income earners).  
Students, who constitute 37 % of all Greeks between 19 and 24 years old, only have an 
average amount of 667 € available (state 2009). Considering these marginal budgets, the 
lower prices offered through ridemyride compared to car-rental companies is an enor-
mous advantage.  
There is a similarity in contrast to the job applicants and low-income earners in both age 
groups (18-30, 31-50). These groups show the largest Internet affinity. At the same time 
the desire for independent mobility is greater than in the age groups of 51 to 60 years 
old.  
Thereby, it can be assumed that the participation of the owners from both groups is split 
into the same percentage. Instead the amount of the renters will be generated mainly out 
of the 18-30 year olds.  
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2.3.4 Communication  
Objective 
Ridemyride’s promotion objective is to combine interactive and traditional media and 
become the brand leader in the Greek market. 
Approach 
Ridemyride will primarily communicate via relationship selling in order to mutually 
satisfy customer and company needs by winning, keeping, and developing customers. A 
pull approach will incorporate consumer feedback to influence future communications 
and product development. 
Positioning Statement 
For young urban singles, ridemyride is the company that delivers innovation, quality, 
and integrity because only ridemyride is technologically groundbreaking, Greek, and 
eco-friendly. 
Tactics  
Online media will use statements that encourage consumers to interact with the brand, 
share their experiences, realize the feedback loop, and reinforce positioning. Distributed 
traditional media will focus on ridemyride ‘s competitive advantages and positioning 
statement implications.  
Communications Mix 
Ridemyride will primarily communicate through Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube. 
Videos will include commercials and customer-created content to be shared through 
friends, create buzz, and encourage word-of-mouth about the brand. These channels al-
low ridemyride to manage the message, update instantly, and are inexpensive.  
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3 Website design 
For ridemyride its website is a vital part of its operations. It aims to facilitate sales, 
boost customer loyalty and give information to people who may not otherwise use the 
telephone to ask for more information. The fully integrated platform that we’ll design, 
will centralize the management of the reservations, user services and financial systems 
to optimize member experience, minimize costs and leverage efficiencies. 
3.1 Requirements 
In this section we deal with the question ‘What should we build and why?’. We 
indentify both current and long term requirements in order to increase the probability of 
creating an effective web site.  
3.1.1 Current Requirements  
The site will allow for visitors to become fully informed of the services of-
fered by ridemyride. 
The ridemyride offering is a novel concept, not currently offered by any other company 
in the Greek market. The site must inform customers of all of the services. This is im-
portant to ridemyride as they want people to get familiar with how the service works as 
well as to become aware of the assistance offered regarding their transportation needs, 
whatever they may be. By offering all information in one simple access point, targeted 
to the appropriate, they will be able to let a great number of people become aware of it, 
the best way possible. 
The ridemyride site should encourage current customers and new cus-
tomer to return to the site frequently to find out what is new. 
Ridemyride acknowledges that a large part of their market will consist of repeating cus-
tomers. To support this, it would be appropriate to attract repeating customers to the site 
frequently. Further the site should encourage others who are potential customers inter-
ested in renting a car or hiring their own to visit ridemyride often as well. 
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The site should convey a sense of professionalism and security. 
As stated above the business model of ridemyride is fairly new and totally unfamiliar to 
the Greek public. It is also very much depended on trust, not only between the contact-
ing parties (owner-renter) but to the transaction facilitator as well. Therefore the overall 
look and feel of the ridemyride website should look serious and professional but special 
care has to be taken not to distance itself from its main target segment that is young, 
well educated people. In addition the insurance as well as all the other security concepts 
have to be communicated thoroughly and clearly.  
The ridemyride site will allow visitors to list their own car for hiring on the 
web site. 
Ridemyride realizes that the availability of cars in its system is in the core of its busi-
ness. The system has to be simple, intuitive and hassle-free in order to become attractive 
and easy to the users to list their car for hiring.  
The ridemyride site will allow visitors to search, chose, reserve and pay 
for renting a car in real time on the web site. 
To increase bookings and make the process even easier for customers, ridemyride will 
add an e-commerce component that will let customers chose, reserve and pay for a car 
on-line in real time.  
The visitors of ridemyride will have the opportunity and be encouraged to 
rate their experience with each other. 
In order to achieve a greater degree of security by the ridemyride service users and also 
create a sense of community where its members interact with each other, a rating system 
will be incorporated to the ridemyride platform. We believe so much in the importance 
of such a system, that incentives will be given to the users through the site in order to 
not neglect to rate their experience. 
3.1.2 Long Term Requirements  
The ridemyride site will be multilingual.  
To increase bookings and make the process easier for customers, ridemyride will pro-
vide its website in other languages apart from Greek (English for the scope of this the-
sis). This will assist foreign language speaking individuals in the Greek market as well 
as other markets upon the company’s future expansion.  
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The ridemyride website will be made available to all platforms. 
The ridemyride team recognizes the role of portable devices such as the smartphones to 
the core of its business, so the plan is to render their e-platform accessible from all kind 
of electronic devices. This could be achieved by the adoption of new web standards 
such as HTML5 or by creating the site specifically for each independent platform. The 
specific requirements will be defined upon the beginning of this part. 
3.2  User Experience  
3.2.1 Audience Definition 
The ridemyride concept is not only intended for the idealists, who are interested in an 
eco-friendly living. Car sharing is already established abroad as a reasonable economic 
and ecologic solution for individuals that are interested in renting a car. In addition to 
this ‘Renter’ target group, ridemyride need to address also what is known as, the ‘Own-
er’ target group, which includes that portion of the public with car ownership that is 
willing to hire their car in the ridemyride platform. 
People of low or no earnings form the core groups, at the age between 18 and 30 (stu-
dents, job applicants), and persons that have no earnings at all or have an average earn-
ing, at the age between 31 and 50 years (job applicants, low-income earners).  
There is a similarity in contrast to the job applicants and low-income earners in both age 
groups (18-30, 31-50). These groups show the largest Internet affinity. At the same time 
the desire for independent mobility is greater than in the age groups of 51 to 60 years 
old.  
Thereby, it can be concluded that the primary target audience of ridemyride will consist 
mostly of educated young people with little or no income. Ridemyride also targets 
young families who have a second car that they could replace it or put it to work with 
peer-to-peer car sharing. 
3.2.2 Logo Design 
As mentioned in the section above the ridemyride audience is young and consequently 
all decisions in designing the ridemyride logo (as well as the rest of the website) were 
made having in mind to produce a fresh, active, yet business vibe emitting results.  
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The ridemyride logo had to be appealing to the younger age target segment of the com-
pany and also to convey messages about the business and what it is that actually ride-
myride has to offer.  
Ridemyride is pretty self-explanatory; it informs the user that this is a service that al-
lows him to rent some other user’s car. We drew a car with simple lines and we based 
the logo design around this drawing and the company name.  The car is made to resem-
ble a ‘Smart’ car. This fitted perfectly the very nature of the company that introduces a 
new, smarter way of dealing with ones property and the environment in general. Around 
the concept of being a smart thing to do was also formed the company motto, “Smart 
idea. Smart living” that accompanies the ridemyride logo itself. 
The logo our team came up with for ridemyride is the following: 
 
Figure 7 - Ridemyride logo 
3.2.3 Colors and Font Selection 
The colors and fonts were selected prior to the design of the logo and will be imple-
mented throughout the website design. The whole website will be constructed using dif-
ferent shades of light blue and orange. We will also add white to the design so that the 
content text in black can be effortlessly read against the white background.  The use of 
Harabara font will be continued on the buttons labels.  The Avian bold font will be used 
in the global ridemyride navigation. Arial regular text will be used in all the content. 
3.2.4 Ridemyride Moodboard 
The Moodboard that we created (figure 8) contains all the aforementioned information 
and it serves the purpose of conveying fast and clear all the decisions that were made 
before the actual construction of the ridemyride website takes place. 
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Figure 8 - Ridemyride Moodboard 
3.3 Site Content 
3.3.1 Content Grouping and Labeling 
In this section we will define the website’s content into groups, we will label them and 
give a small description of the information and the functionality that each group will 
have. Each group will basically be a page in the site we are designing. 
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Ridemyride website (before login) 
 
Homepage – Rent a car 
 Slideshow with pictures of users’ testimonies - functional requirement 
 Social media connections 
 Press links 
 Information about renting a car with ridemyride 
 Search for cars - functional requirement 
  
List your car  
 Slideshow with pictures of users’ testimonies - functional requirement 
 Social media connections 
 Press links 
 Information about renting a car with ridemyride 
 List your car - functional requirement  
 
Search results  
 Search for cars - functional requirement 
 Search results 
 Results map - functional requirement 
 Narrow results - functional requirement 
 Information about renting a car with ridemyride 
 
Car details  
 Car’s picture 
 Info about the car  
 Request reservation - functional requirement 
 Car reviews - functional requirement 
 Map - functional requirement 
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 Link to owner’s profile 
 Message to owner - functional requirement 
 Information about renting a car with ridemyride 
 
Ridemyride website (after login) 
 
Dashboard 
 Service promotions (picture) 
 User actions  
  Refer a friend – functional requirement 
  Verify mobile phone – functional requirement 
  Edit profile - functional requirement 
 Withdraw your car - functional requirement 
 Information about the ridemyride service 
 
Your car – Rentals 
 Car’s picture 
 Link to car’s details page 
 Withdraw your car - functional requirement 
 Reservations and requests list - functional requirement 
 Review renter - functional requirement 
 Information about the ridemyride service 
 
Your car – Edit listing 
 Car’s picture 
 Link to car’s details page 
 Upload photos - functional requirement 
 Car info - functional requirement 
 Car location info - functional requirement 
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 Map - functional requirement 
 Car features - functional requirement 
 Set rental price - functional requirement 
 Enable listing - functional requirement 
 Information about the ridemyride service 
 
Your car – Income 
 Car’s picture 
 Link to car’s details page 
 Total ridemyride income 
 Income table (daily, weekly, monthly) - functional requirement 
 Information about the ridemyride service 
 
Your reservations 
 Reservations and requests list - functional requirement 
 Search for car  
 Information about the ridemyride service 
 
Account 
 Account settings - functional requirement 
 Verify mobile phone – functional requirement 
 Information about the ridemyride service 
 
Content Available On All Pages 
 Links to Main Areas 
 Login/Logout - functional requirement 
 Sign up - functional requirement 
 About Ridemyride  
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 How it works 
  For the Renter 
  For the Owner 
  Trust and Safety 
 FAQs 
 Terms and Conditions 
 Insurance Policy Summary 
 Press 
 Contact Us - functional requirement 
 Contact Information List 
 Ridemyride Logo  
3.3.2 Functional Requirements 
There are 16 acknowledged functional requirements for the ridemyride website, some of 
which were grouped together due to their similarity. Unless otherwise stated below, 
Dreamweaver will be used as the web application environment for the creation of the 
site. PHP is the server-side scripting language that will be deployed mainly for access-
ing the MySQL ridemyride database. For the client-side programming JavaScript and 
more specifically the JQuery library will be used.  
 
These are listed below (by complexity from the least complex, to the most complex). 
 
Slideshow 
A simple slideshow will be placed in the homepage and the “List your car” page, using 
the JQuery JavaScript library for. 3-4 pictures with a car and testimonies of users will 
be created, that will slide across the main part of the screen, giving the illusion that they 
follow the route of the drawn street that will be placed in these pages. 
Time to develop, test and implement this feature: .5 days. 
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Contact us 
 A simple contact form will be created for the Contact us portion of the site. The form 
will be implemented as pop-up andwill send the contact request to ridemyride and a 
thank you message automatically to the sender. 
Time to develop, test and implement this feature: .5 days. 
Message to owner 
In the “Car details” page the user will have the chance to contact the owner of the vehi-
cle to ask any question he might want. This feature will be implemented as a pop-up 
window and the message will be emailed to the owner using PHP.  
Time to develop, test and implement this feature: .5 days. 
Upload photos 
The user of the ridemyride site will have the choice to upload pictures for the car he 
wants to rent out through the service or for his profile picture. This feature will be im-
plemented as a pop-up window using PHP. 
Time to develop, test and implement this feature: .5 days. 
Withdraw your car 
Through their Dashboard page the users will have the chance to withdraw their car list-
ing from the ridemyride system for a time period. By doing so their vehicle will not be 
shown to the search results of other users and they will not receive any requests. 
Time to develop, test and implement this feature: .5 days. 
Map 
A map showing the location of the car in the “Car details” page and the location of mul-
tiple vehicles in the “Search” page will be added to the website. For the development of 
this feature the Google Maps API will be deployed. 
Time to develop, test and implement this feature: 1 day. 
Refer a Friend 
The Dashboard pages will include an area where they may inform and invite a friend 
along. The user will share his unique referral link that we’ll produce, in as many places 
as he can. When his friends click the link and sign up, he could make up to €20 per per-
son. He will get €10 of driving credit if his friend completes a rental, or €20 if that 
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friend lists a vehicle that gets rented. Also his friends will get €10 of driving credit just 
for signing up. 
Time to develop, test and implement this feature: 1 day. 
Newsletter 
All visitors to the site will be given the chance to sign-up for the ridemyride newsletter. 
This regular newsletter will serve the role of regular updating regarding future activities, 
news and promotions. A link will be inscribed on the page, so that they are able to ef-
fortlessly enter their email address, and hence be added to the mailing list. Each news-
letter will contain a link to so that they can later unsubscribe if they wish to. 
Time to develop, test and implement this feature: 1 day. 
Income 
All users that have listed their car with ridemyride will have the chance to check out the 
amount of money the service is creating for them. This information will be drawn from 
the database and will be presented in a table form in the “Income” subpage of the “Your 
car” page. The user will be able to choose to present it daily, weekly or monthly. 
Time to develop, test and implement this feature: 1 day. 
Verify mobile phone 
The users of ridemyride will be able to verify their mobile phone number with this fea-
ture from their “Dashboard” and “Account” page. By pressing the “Verify mobile num-
ber” button they will be asked from a dialog box to enter their number. This will only 
take place in case they didn’t already save it in the system. Next a verification code will 
be sent to them as text message along with a link that will direct them to a verification 
page where they will have to type this code in order to verify their phone. 
Time to develop, test and implement this feature: 4 days. 
Login/Logout 
The system will require the user to login in order to be able to access most of the pages 
in the site. This functionality will be implemented pop-up with JavaScript and PHP. The 
user will have the choice to login either by using his Facebook account or by using his 
email. The Facebook login will require the use of the Facebook API. 
Time to develop, test and implement this feature: 5 days. 
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Sign up 
The user will be given the choice to sign up to the ridemyride system. This functionality 
will be implemented with PHP. The user will have the choice to sign up either by using 
his Facebook account or by using his email. The Facebook login will require the use of 
the Facebook API and will receive the account data from the Facebook account of the 
user. 
Time to develop, test and implement this feature: 5 days. 
Reviews and ratings 
Each user of the ridemyride service will have the chance to rate his experience with 
each other. The renter will review the car and the owner will review the renter. This fea-
ture will be only available for registered member that took part in a transaction.  
Time to develop, test and implement this feature: 6 days. 
Update User and Car Data 
For ridemyride too work properly, it is salient to update all vehicle and/or user infor-
mation. This will be provided to users through distinct pages of the website. The infor-
mation will be stored and retrieved from a database. The data used for this will also be 
used to support users that are interested in renting a car or listing their own on-line.  
This functionality will be available from the pages “Your car/edit listing” and “Ac-
count” and include fields such as: 
Car info 
Car location info 
Car features 
Set rental price 
Email 
Notifications 
Change password 
Enable listing (similar functionality as the “Withdraw your car”) 
Time to develop, test and implement this feature: 6 days. 
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Search and list car 
These features are at the heart of the ridemyride system. The user will be able to search 
for the car he wants to rent by inserting information about the location he is or he wants 
to rent the car from. Also he will be asked for pick up and drop-off dates.  
The listing of the car will require information about the car itself (make, model, year) 
and will also make use of the upload feature mentioned before. 
All data will be handled, stored and retrieved from the database with PHP and the 
dropdown menus required for this functionality will be implemented with JavaScript.    
Time to develop, test and implement this feature: 8 days. 
Request Reservation 
The user will be able to click a ‘Request Reservation’ button from the car details page 
after they chose the time period they want to rent the for. This will sent either a mail or 
a text (or both, depends on owner’s account settings) to the owner of the car, notifying 
him for the request. Upon confirmation the renter will be notified by mail, which will 
include a payment link in order to complete the transaction. Also the user will be 
emailed the location of the vehicle and other relevant information.  
Time to develop, test and implement this feature: 10 days. 
3.4 Site Structure 
In this section we will show how the content will be organized. The content will be bro-
ken down in order to allow full navigation is all elements available, while offering suf-
ficient level of detail. This will help us identify the navigational systems that are best 
employed, so that full access to all areas of the ridemyride site can be granted.  
3.4.1 Architectural Blueprint  
This is a visual representation of the site. It is divided in two stages. The first is when 
the user is not logged in and the second when he is. With gray color are depicted the 
pages that are linked to all other pages through out the website, the utility navigation. 
With golden brown are the pages that are the main navigation pages and with lighter 
brown are depicted the sub navigation pages.    
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Figure 9 - Ridemyride Site Architectural Blueprint (before login) 
 
Figure 10 - Ridemyride Site Architectural Blueprint (after login) 
3.4.2 Global and Local Navigation Systems 
Now that we have a full structural listing and blueprint, it is time we described our nav-
igation systems. The aim at this point is not to unravel what the navigation system will 
look like, but to define the way it will work. 
Global Navigation 
Here we portray the navigational elements that will be on every single page of the ride-
myride website. The way the site is designed there no global navigation to the site pri-
mary pages. This is because the main menu bar of the site changes if the user is logged 
in or not. The reason for this is that the site has very different functionality for member, 
whereas for all the other visitors it has mainly informational role.  
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When the user is not logged in the main menu bar has only two links. The first – which 
is the homepage - is the “Rent a car” page, where the user can perform a search to the 
ridemyride database to find a car. The second is the “List your car” page, where the user 
is able to insert the information of his car for listing. When the user does so the system 
will automatically will ask him to perform a sign in before it will be able to perform this 
action. 
As soon as the user logs in, the main navigational bar will be shown to have four but-
tons. The first is the “Dashboard”, the second is the “Your reservations”, the third is the 
“Your car” and the last one is the “Account” button. From this menu the user will be 
able to navigate to all content in ridemyride. 
The only truly global navigation of the site present in all pages, are the informational 
links that reside at the bottom of the page: 
How it works 
About ridemyride 
FAQs 
Terms and conditions 
Insurance policy summary 
Press  
Contact us  
Local Navigation 
The use of local navigation menus is limited in the ridemyride website. The reason be-
hind this is that special care was taken to group and simplify information to such degree 
so that almost everything is accessible in one navigational level.  
The “Your car” page has an additional submenu with three options: 
1. Rentals – Where a list of requests and reservations for the car is shown 
2. Edit listing – Where the user may edit his car information. 
3. Income – Where the user can check the income acquired by renting his car. 
Furthermore the “Income” page has an extra submenu that shows the earning by day, 
week or month.  
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3.5 Visual Design 
The visual design supports the information in the site and assists customers identify ef-
fortlessly the elements that they seek and allow them to understand what they read. 
3.5.1 Page Mock-ups 
The Page Mock-ups provided in this section are as close to the final version as we can 
get. They portray what the site would resemble should it be completed. This artwork 
uses the layout grid together with the navigation elements, as well as miscellaneous 
ones. Actual content is drawn in so it is as accurate as possible for this stage.  
The mock-ups for the ridemyride platform: 
 
Figure 11 – Rent a car (Homepage) mockup 
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Figure 12 - List your car mockup 
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Figure 13 – Search mockup 
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Figure 4 - Car details mockup 
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Figure 15 – Dashboard mockup 
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Figure 16 - Your car/Rentals mockup 
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Figure 17 - Your car/Edit listing mockup 
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Figure 8 – Your car/Income mockup 
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Figure 19 - Your reservations mockup 
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Figure 20 - Account mockup 
3.5.2 Final look and feel 
 
This final artwork is aimed to resemble what a screen shot of the site would look like 
when it is actually completed. This artwork employs all the above design sketches along 
with all navigation and miscellaneous elements. It is created in Photoshop and it aims to 
portray the final product as close as possible in order to provide a glimpse to the final 
feel and look of the website. 
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Figure 21 - The ridemyride website 
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4 Website presentation 
The ridemyride platform was implemented with PHP, MySQL and standard HTML. 
The website will be capable of running on standard internet web browsers, and was 
thoroughly tested in Chrome, Firefox and Safari. Tests haven’t been conducted for the 
earlier versions of MS Internet Explorer.  
The interface for the project will provide information to the general public about the 
ridemyride service and the way it works. Through the website the customers will have 
full access to the catalog of the ridemyride fleet of vehicles and will be given the ability 
to list their own car for hire. Finally a point of sale for the customer will conclude the 
process of  renting or renting out a vehicle through the ridemyride platform. 
The website will be available at the following address :  
www.ridemyride.eu  and www.ridemyride.net (also in www.ridemyride.freeiz.com )  
4.1 Common components 
In the ridemyride website we come across some components that are common to 
various webpages. We will present them and explain their functionality separately from 
the rest of the webpages they belong. 
Header and navigation bar (not logged in) 
The header of the ridemyride website is of course located at the top of the webpage and 
is different depending on whether the user is logged in or not. In both cases it contains 
the ridemyride logo which always links back to the homepage. There are also two links, 
one that leads to the ‘join’ page and a second to the ‘sign in’ as we can see in the picture 
that follows. 
 
Figure 22 – Header and navigation bar (not logged in) 
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The ‘Join for free’ link is implemented as popup as can be seen in the figure that 
follows. 
 
Figure 23 – User sign up 
In this form the user enter his name, surname, email address (which is used as 
username) and his password. A php script checks that the users has provided all 
required data and also checks if the email address the user has provided is valid and is 
not already in the ridemyride database, used by another user. 
The ‘Sign in’ link is also implemented as popup as seen in the picture below.  
 
 
Figure 24 – User sign in 
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In this form the user is asked to provide his email address and password. A php script 
checks the user has input the data and also checks for the validity of the email before it 
logs in the user. In this form the user also has the ability to check the ‘Remember me’ 
box that stores a cookie with the users credentials at the users machine. This cookie 
allows the ridemyride system to keep the user logged in, even if the browser was closed.   
Right next to the ‘sign in’ link there is a dropdown menu redirecting the user to the 
‘how it works’ informational pages. As we can see at the figure below, the user can 
choose the relevant information according to their status.    
 
Figure 25 – How it works dropdown 
Below the header is located the main navigation bar, which when the user is not logged 
in it contains just two buttons, one for the ‘Rent a car’ page (homepage) and another for 
the ‘List your car’ page.   
Header and navigation bar (logged in) 
When the user is logged in the header and the main navigation bar change a little. The 
links for signing in and signing up cease to exist anymore and a second dropdown menu 
comes in their place as we can see in the figure below. 
 
Figure 26 – Header dropdown menu (logged in) 
This dropdown allows the user to navigate to all the main areas of the website. It also 
shows the profile picture of the user along with a greeting and his/her name. The main 
navigation also changes and now has four buttons pointing also to all the main areas of 
the ridemyride website. 
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Figure 27 – Main navigation bar (logged in) 
Service overview  
All pages contain an overview box at the bottom of the page which provides them with 
information depending on which page they are at and their role. The picture below 
shows the information for the renter and is shown in the ‘Rent a car’ (homepage), 
‘Search results’ and ‘Car details’ page.   
 
Figure 28- Renters’ overview box 
The picture that follows depicts the information contained in the overview box located 
in the ‘List your car’ page, and is aimed is for the owners that are interested in listing 
their cars in the ridemyride platform. 
 
Figure 29 – Owners’ overview box 
And finally all pages shown when the user in logged in our system contain information 
for both renters and owners in a form of a timeline as seen in the picture below. 
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Figure 30 – Logged in user overview box 
Footer 
The footer is located at the bottom of each webpage of the ridemyride site and provides 
links to informational pages.  
 
Figure 31 – Footer 
In the footer the user has the opportunity to contact ridemyride by pressing the ‘Contact 
us’ link. As soon as he does so a pop up appears as shown in the figure below. 
 
Figure 32 – Contact us form 
As we can see in the picture in the contact form there is also implemented a feature that 
asks the user to provide the result of a simple addition before he submits the form. This 
was added in order to prevent spam sent to ridemyride email account. 
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4.2 Ridemyride main webpages 
In this section we will discuss the additional elements of each webpage. Screenshots 
will illustrate the final look and feel of each page and will provide a clear picture of the 
aesthetics and the functionality of the ridemyride platform. 
4.2.1 Homepage – Rent your car  
The ‘Rent a car’ page is the entry point for all the other pages contained in the website. 
From here the user gets some first level information about the process of renting a car 
through ridemyride and is able to perform a search in the ridemyride database for 
available cars.  As seen in the screenshot below, the page is dominated by a service 
promotional slideshow, which alternates pictures of ridemyride users and their 
testimonials about the service.  
 
Figure 33 – Rent a car (homepage) 
Right next to it, we find the media coverage box which provides a link to the various 
references of ridemyride to the press. The social media links (Facebook, Tweeter, 
YouTube) is located next to it, at the right side of the page. 
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The search component is located in the center of the page and allows the user to search 
for the appropriate car according to his/her criteria. It is comprised by three fields and a 
button. In the first field the user is asked to enter the city or the postcode from which 
he’d like to see the catalog of available cars. As we can see in the figure that follows, an 
auto completion feature has been implemented with the JQuery library in order to help 
the user choose easily the appropriate place but also to ensure that the data stored in the 
database are concrete and error free. 
 
Figure 34 – Auto completion feature     
In other two fields the user is asked (optionally) to enter the pick up and drop off date 
and time he’d like to rent the car for. The moment he/she clicks in these two input fields 
a date and time picker, implemented with the Prototype JavaScript library, pops up to 
facilitate him choose the date and also make sure that the data are in the format we 
would like. This component is also found in the ‘Withdraw your car’ feature located in 
the ‘Dashboard’ and the ‘Your car’ pages  and is depicted in the picture below. 
 
Figure 35 – Date and time picker 
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When performing a search for a car the user is also given the option to perform an 
advanced search defining more search criteria such as the fuel, transmission, make, 
model and body type as we can clearly see in the picture below. 
 
Figure 36 – Advanced search  
Before the user preferences are submitted to the system a JavaScript script checks that 
the user has provided data at the city/postcode field in order to perform the search. 
4.2.2 List your car 
In this page the user receives information about the process of listing his/her car to the 
ridemyride platform. The listing is performed by selecting the year, the make and the 
model of his vehicle from the appropriate dropdown lists located in the middle of the 
page.  A JavaScript script checks first if the user has provided data in all three fields 
before it allows the form to be submitted. Next, it checks if the user is logged in. In the 
case that the user is not logged in it informs him that he needs to log in first before he is 
able to list his car with ridemyride and provides a link to the log in form. After the user 
proves his credentials the script sends the request along with the user car data to the 
script that enters the data to the database. 
The ‘List your car’ page also contains links to the press coverage of the service and the 
social media.  
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Figure 37 – List your car page 
In the ‘List your car’ page as well as in the ‘Advanced Search’ feature (described in the 
previous section) the user is asked to provide the make and the model of his car or of 
the car he is searching for. In order to avoid the insertion of corrupted data in our 
database and also to facilitate the user; the choice of the car make was implemented as a 
dropdown list that contains all the car makes in the market at present. We can see this in 
the picture below.  
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Figure 38 – Car make dropdown 
As soon as the user chooses the car make of his like, the second dropdown which 
prompts him to choose the car model is populated with the models currently at the 
market of the make the user chose. This again protects the data, facilitates the user and 
is illustrated in the picture that follows. 
 
Figure 39 – Car model dropdown 
4.2.3 Search results 
As soon as the user performs a search, get redirected to this page. The first thing we 
encounter here is the search component that was described in the ‘Rent a car’ page. 
Next id the list with the search results. Each result has information about the distance of 
the current position of the user from the place where the vehicle is parked, a picture of 
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the car, its name, make, model, year and the asked price. Every results position is shown 
in the map that is located in the right column. The map is implemented with Google 
Maps API. Finally there are vehicle type and other car features filters that aim to narrow 
down the results lists according to the users preferences. 
A screenshot of this page is shown in the picture that follows.  
 
Figure 40 – Search results page 
Each result in this list links to the respective car’s details page. 
4.2.4 Car details 
This is the page that provides the information about the car the user is interested in and 
also the place where the potential renter sends the reservation request to the owner. As 
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we can clearly see in the figure below, the page contains various information about the 
car.  
 
Figure 41 – Car details page 
The car picture dominates the screen the left and its position is shown in the map on the 
right. The information about accessing the vehicle is not displayed in this page but is 
provided after the reservation is completed, to protect the owner’s privacy. 
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In the ‘car details page we can also see the reviews for renters box which include ratings 
for the car, in the form of stars as well as review text from users that have already rented 
this particular vehicle. The reviewing feature is a vital part of the ridemyride service, as 
it imparts a sense of safety while also help the users’ decision making. 
Another key feature of this page is the ‘Send reservation’ box on the top right corner of 
the page. It can be seen in the figures below. 
                
                  Figure 42 – Send request                       Figure 43 – Send request (price calculation) 
 It displays price information and allows the user to pick the time period he wants to 
make the reservation for. The date and time picker is also implemented in this page as in 
all pages the user has to choose a date. Figure 43 shows the price calculation feature that 
is implemented. It calculates the total cost of the rental depending on the duration the 
user is requesting the vehicle for and the price the owner user has set for his car.  
Finally the ‘car-details’ page displays the other users’ reviews of this car which aim to 
convey a sense of security to the transaction and help the renter make his choice. 
4.2.5 Profile 
The ‘Profile’ page contains various information about the user. As we see in figure 39 
the picture of the user is show accompanied by some information about the user. All 
these data the user may edit or change at any point from the page.  
This page behaves differently depending on whether the user has a car on the system or 
not and also if the user was directed from a link that tells the platform that it needs to 
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display the user as a renter or as an owner. When the has listed a car with ridemyride 
another box is shown to the left containing some information about his vehicle, along 
with its overall rating. Moreover the ratings and the reviews of other users that rented 
his car are shown to the right. Now if the link that lead to the profile page dictates to 
show the page as renter the car information box disappears and the reviews and rating 
feature displays the rating for the user as renter. 
 
Figure 44 – Profile page 
4.2.6 Dashboard 
The ‘Dashboard’ is the page the user is directed as soon as he signs in the system. It 
serves the purpose of gathering some central actions a logged in user can perform in one 
page. It is also the place where various promotional material will be shown to the client. 
As we see in the picture below, in this page the user can perform various actions like 
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update his profile and verify his phone and also withdraw his car from the system in the 
case he doesn’t want to receive reservation requests for a time period.  
 
Figure 45 – Dashboard page 
The page is dominated by a ridemyride promotional entry which aims to increase the 
client base by giving financial incentives to the existing customers to spread the word 
about the company. 
4.2.7 Your car – Rentals 
The your car page contains a submenu that splits the page into three. The first is the 
‘Rentals’ which contains information about previous or current reservations and 
requests for the user’s car. The dropdown menu under the picture shown in the figure 
below, acts as filter of the results and narrows down the list accordingly to the users 
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preferences. As it can be seen in the figure that follows in this page the user also has the 
option to withdraw his car from the system.  
 
Figure 46 – Your car/Rentals page 
Depending on the status of the reservation or the request the user has the option to 
extend or cancel. Also when a reservations is shown as completed, the user receives the 
privilege to review the renter that rented his car. As soon as the user presses the rate link 
a pop up shows as seen in the figure below. 
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Figure 47 – Rate renter user  
4.2.8 Your car – Edit listing 
In this page the user may change the various information that is stored in our system 
about his car. Most of the elements seen here we came across at other pages. The 
feature that is different is the upload pictures with allow to upload up to 10 pictures and 
with each photo uploaded it creates a box like the one seen in figure 42, so the user can 
easily see them all and decide which he wants. 
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Figure 48 – Your car/Edit listing page 
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4.2.9 Your car – Rental income 
When the user presses the ‘Rental income’ option from the submenu, information about 
the money gained from the ridemyride platform will be provided. This information is 
again slit into three parts. As we can see in the screenshot the user could see the earning 
he made on a daily, weekly and monthly basis.  
 
Figure 49 – Your car/Rental income /Daily  
The figure below shows the table that is seen for the weekly rental income. 
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Figure 50 – Rental income/Weekly  
The figure that follows shows the table that is seen for the monthly rental income. 
 
Figure 51 – Rental income/Monthly  
4.2.10 Your reservations 
This page contains information about previous or current reservations and requests the 
user has made to rent other people cars. The dropdown menu under the picture shown in 
the figure below, acts as filter of the results and narrows down the list accordingly to the 
users preferences.  
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Figure 52 – Your reservations page  
Depending on the status of the reservation or the request the user has the option to 
extend or cancel. Also when a reservations is shown as completed, the user receives the 
privilege to review the car he has rented. As soon as the user presses the rate link a pop 
up shows as seen in the figure below. 
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Figure 53 – Rate vehicle  
4.2.11 Account 
This is the account settings page where the user gets to state his preferences regarding 
his account. He may change his email, dictate the way he would like to receive the 
various notifications our system sends, change his password. A screenshot of the 
‘Account’ page is shown in the figure below. 
 
Figure 54 – Account page  
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Another action that the user can perform in this page, is to add his mobile phone number 
in the system. This functionality is implemented as popup with the use of the Fancybox 
JQuery widget and the result can be seen in the picture that follows.  
 
Figure 55 – Add mobile phone dialog 
The JavaScript written for this component performs some checks to the phone number 
the user inserts at the input box, to make sure that it’s valid and then allows the user to 
save it.  
As soon as the user chooses to save the number, another popup window appears which 
notifies him that a verification code has been sent to the number he entered. The next 
step is to type this code to the designated place in order to complete the procedure of 
saving his phone number to the system.   
 
Figure 56 – Verify mobile phone dialog 
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All these measures and precautions were essential to the ridemyride concept due to the 
fact that the mobile phone is the primary channel of communication between the users. 
4.2.12 Payment 
This is the page the user is directed from a link sent to his/hers email account in our 
system when the owner user has accepted the renter’s user request to rent his/her car 
and the reservation is ready to be completed. The payment page is divided in three parts 
as it is depicted in the figure that folows. 
 
Figure 57 – Payment 
In the first part  named ‘Payment information’ the user may select from a drop down list 
whether he wants to pay the ridemyride fee only all the full rental price (ridemyride fee 
+ rental cost). The second part contains the billing information of the user. Finally in the 
third part the user enters his credit card information. The choice between various market 
dominating credit cards is given like Visa and MasterCard along with a few others.  The 
CCV data is required in order to complete the transaction. CCV is often required in such 
transaction as an extra mean of security. In order to help the user locate easily the place 
in his card where this information can be drawn from, a pop up window is displayed as 
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soon as he clicks on the question mark icon containing the relevant information. The 
next figures shows the way the ridemyride team has implemented this feature.  
 
Figure 58 – CCV information 
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5 Conclusions 
This thesis dealt with the development and technical implementation of an innovative e-
business venture. The concept chosen was a peer-to-peer carsharing company where 
each private user will be able to rent the vehicle of another private user. The company, 
named ridemyride, will be providing the market place where the supply of cars and the 
demand for them will meet, as well as providing the car insurance for the rental period. 
The work was conceptually divided into three parts: 
1. The  business  plan  of  ridemyride  
2. The  design  document  of  the  ridemyride  web  platform  
3. The  presentation  of  the  implemented  website  
In the first part we set the business goals, the reasons we believe they are attainable, and 
the plan for reaching them. A clear definition of the problem - the introduction of ride-
myride - is trying to address was given. Market and competition analysis was performed 
in order to see the viability and need of such an endeavor. It was decided to start on the 
Greek market with an internet-based platform and expand in the future to neighboring 
countries and further technologies such as smartphone applications and key-less car 
entry systems. Finally the team behind ridemyride was introduced. 
The second part is dedicated to the design of ridemyride’s web presence. In this part we 
established what we were trying to achieve and how to achieve it while it became a rec-
ord of all the decisions that were made through to the completion of the design. We set 
the requirements, both current and future, of the site. Next we dealt with the visual aes-
thetics of the ridemyride website. The logo was produced and the fonts and colors were 
chosen. Finally the site structure and content was decided and a visual representation of 
the proposed website was sketched.   
In the third part we presented the implemented results and the functionality of the com-
pleted ridemyride platform. All features and pages of the platform were displayed and 
explained along with the technologies used for their implementation. 
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5.1 Recommendations for future work 
As this is the first step in implementing a fully functional company, there some further 
steps that are needed in order to achieve the envisioned outcome and produce a truly 
innovative and well founded internet-based company. Some of them are: 
1. Finalize  the  insurance  product  in  cooperation  with  our  insurance  partner.  
2. The  design  and  development  of  a  back-­‐end  system  for  managing  customer  service  and  
renting  reservations  and  requests.    
3. The  design  and  development  of  ridemyride  platform  as  smartphone  application.  
4. The  introduction  of  key-­‐less  car  entry  technologies.  
5. Expansion  to  neighboring  countries.  
6. Make  the  platform  multilingual.  
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7 Appendices 
7.1 Apendix A – Business plan calculations 
 
Table 4 – Investment'calculation 
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Table 5 – Labour and marketing cost 
                                             
 Table 6 – Total investment
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Table 7 – Total investment 
              
Table 8 – Commission 
                   
Table 9 – Calculation of turnover 
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Table 10 – Self costs 
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Entity – Reletionship Diagram for the ridemyride database 
 
Figure 59 - Entity – Relationship diagram 
